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Program numbers in July were up due to summer reading participation. This month we had 54 programs 

that served 189 parents, 383 children, and 129 teens. We had 10 teens volunteering throughout the 

month too.  We had zero programs cancelled and only one program with no attendance (a Summer 

Feeding session). Our most attended programs were our Summer Reading Kick Off Party and our two 

outside performers.  Snakes & Scales animal rescue shared their animals and their rescue/conservation 

mission with 95 people.  Jester Jim held an audience of 65 captive with his humor and antics; patrons are 

still talking about it. Summer Reading is in full swing and tickets are being handed out in droves. The kids 

and teens seem very motivated by this year’s prizes. I’ve had to empty a few full ticket bins into bigger 

containers recently.  Kids can complete library related challenges to earn extra tickets this year. If they 

complete 24 of the 30 challenges they will get their picture on a READ poster like the ones on the library 

walls of our staff. They will be able to take the posters home for their own walls. We’ve already had 5 kids 

complete the challenges and there are lots of others working towards that extra prize.  

Our summer reading participants have also been collecting bottles which we’ve been redeeming and 

collecting money for. When they bring bottles they get to vote for one of five community charities. At the 

end of the summer, the charity with the most votes will receive the redemption amount as a donation 

from our summer reading participants. This is part of our summer theme of “Building a Better World” by 

starting with our own community.  So far we have collected almost $20.  

I am working with Ines Martin, the owner of the Savory Sweet Confections Shop on Broadway to create a 

literacy initiative partnership. Beginning in September, we hope to have a small bookshelf with some 

discarded but good condition books in her shop. If families and children read while they eat their meal or 

ice cream they will receive a discount on their bill. Ms. Martin will also take some our program calendars 

to distribute from the store. I am hoping to have this up and running by mid-September. My father, who is 

a carpenter, is donating a small bookshelf for the project.   

Our Minecraft Challenge Team is winding down their building and preparing to submit the walk through 

video of their BioDome for judging on August 15th, I will send a link to the video once it is posted for 

anyone who wants to check it out. Our Battle of the Books Team is also working hard to prepare for their 

upcoming competition at the Orange County Community College in September.  

This month I have had some difficulty keeping programs to only teens when parents are asking for their 

child who is 10 or 11 to be let into a teen program. I recognize this as something I need to work on so that 

we can preserve the integrity of the teen program and plan to take a seminar in management next month 

to hopefully build up my skills in that area.  

We have some really great teen volunteers this summer and a great intern from Workforce Development. 

They have been helping with preparing for programs, assisting during programs, shelving books, shelf-

reading, cleaning toys & games, and other activities and it has been so helpful for us to have them around.  



Our Friends group generously donated $550 for us to expand our video game collection. Since they games 

have been on the shelves and visible again, circulation has gone up and our Teen Advisory Board was 

involved in the decisions about which games to purchase. The Friends have also been busy planning for 

the Bagel Festival. They will be raffling off gift certificate packs and running a book sale and craft table for 

kids. They have also decided to begin giving a scholarship to a teen who has been involved in programing, 

TAG, or as a page here at the library.  

The computers in the children’s room were used 69 times throughout the month of July, and the teen 

computers had 75 uses. The AWE computers were used a total of 159 times this month.  The WiiU was 

used by 34 teens. This number is quite low based on the past few months, so I am guessing that the teens 

are spending more time outdoors in the nice weather this summer.  

The Facebook page has 702 Likes, Twitter has 307 followers, and Instagram has 299 followers.   
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